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A program is now on the CYBER to plot three

dimensional functions using a mesh technique. A few

examples are shown here and on the cover . All that

is required of a programmer to use this package is to

write a standard FTN function of the two variables (X &

Y ), then link it into the existing main program .

The program features the ability to rotate the

function so as to view it from any angle and to vary the

amount of the function that is visible . This version also

includes an automatic scaling routine.

The program is interactive and easy to use . Ro

tations, etc. are set by entering short commands to the

program .

Fig.1 Looking at the business end of the CRT gun. The

z - axis (up) is the electric potential . The flat area is the

cathode. Electrons, being negatively charged , like to go

"uphill,” thus , they will travel towards the upper left of

the plot .

A WRITEUP will be available soon , but you can try

it out now with assistance from HELP,THREED , or

contact Kurt Krueger, ext . 5976 BGTE .

Fig.2 Same as figure 1 , but with antisymetric Y-axis .
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Two New Operating Systems for the Board Bucket

The following article was taken from a recent issue of

Component News ( Issue 288, May 5, 1981). It is being

reprinted here because not everyone who gets this paper is

on the list for Component News and this is a fairly

important subject. -Ed.

printer spooler is a PIA with a 5009 timer chip con

nected to one half. It provides the interrupts for printing

while running some other program .

The disk controller works much as before, except

the addressing is now set by changing the straps on the

board rather than changing the diodes . The bootstrap

ROM is new and can be addressed anywhere in the

address space to boot -up the system .

About a year ago, Component News ran an article

entitled " Poor Man's Disk Operating System ” (see

issue 278 , pages 1-3 ) . The article described the FLEX

2 software (for the M6800 processor) written by Tech

nical Systems Consultants . Since that time , two more

types of microprocessors have been supported by disk

software, and this has opened up a large amount of

existing software to users of the “ board bucket . ”

When the system is up, a write can be done to the

FFFx location and the ROM shuts off. This allows a full

65K to be used for addressing RAM or other devices.

The typical way this is used is to set the ROM at the high

end of memory to cover the restart vectors . The exact

location would depend on the ROM used.FLEX 09

The first new MPU to be supported is the 6809. The

software is again supplied by Technical Systems Con

sultants and is very similar to FLEX 2. It is called FLEX

09 and includes an editor and assembler just as FLEX 2

does . The disk system needed is the same one pre

viously described, but the memory map differs con

siderably . The following table gives the new memory

The E7901 Disk Controller board supports the

2716 , 2732 and 2764 PROMs . On power -up the restart

vector points to a routine which copies the ROM into

RAM, writes into FFFx to shut off the ROM, and then

loads in the first sector of the disk. The standard boot

up procedure continues from there. The E7901 board,

as well as all other board bucket components are

available from the Computer Science Center (ext. WR

1920) .
map .

Address Usage FLEX 09 can be purchased fromTechnical Systems

Consultants , Inc. at Box 2570 , W.Lafayette, IN 47906 .

The DDT6809 is on CYBER user number ABØØMIC

under file name DDTV21B , and can be downloaded

and burned into PROM.

0000 - BFFF

C000 -DFFF

E004 - E005

E006 - E007

E010 -E013

E014 - E01B

E118 - E11B

E400 - E7FF

E800 - FFFF

User RAM

DOS

Terminal ACIA

CYBER port

Printer spooler ( timer)
Disk controller

DDT break points

DDT RAM

DDT ROM

CP/M 2.2

The second operating system supports more than

one MPU. It was written for the 8080 but can be run on

the 8085 or the Z80 . The software was originally written

by Digital Research , and is called CP / M 2.2 . This is one

of the most widely used disk -based packages for

microprocessor systems . There are about 50 volumes of

public - domain software which can be obtained to run

under this system .

Upon close inspection, it can be seen that the

standard Tek board bucket cannot address these loca

tions without cutting some runs on a number of the

boards.

With this system in mind, a new Disk Controller

board was designed which solves the problems with the

address map . This new board (CSC board number

E7901 ) contains the disk controller, breakpoints ,

printer spooler and bootstrap ROM. It is a low -profile

board with all of the space used . It is intended to be used

with the 65K RAM board (E7599) and either an

Octoport (E6227 ) or the new I/O and Breakpoint board

(E7850). The breakpoints work the same as before . The

Implementation on the board bucket was not an easy

job . The DDT software, which is usually used , is located

at address 0. CP /M 2.2 requires that there be a RAM

located at 0. This meant that the DDT had to be

relocated to the high end of memory, and the new disk

board was used so that the bootstrap ROM could be put

at the bottom to cover the restart vectors and then shut

off after a jump was made to DDT.

(continued next page)
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(BOARD BUCKET continued) HELP and WRITEUP

File Status

HELP files changed :

CP/M 2.2 requires a minimum of 20K of RAM

starting at zero. It can then relocate itself to any size

system. The software for the DOS comes in three parts

the Command Control Processor (CCP) , Basic Disk

Operationg System (BDOS) , and the Basic Input Out

put System (BIOS) . To adapt this software to a new

system, the BIOS needs to be rewritten . It can then be

assembled for any size memory space. Two other

programs need to be written also. They are FORMAT,

which makes a blank disk into one that CP/M 2.2 can

use , and SYSGEN, which takes a memory image of a

new system and places it on the first three tracks.

PHONES

XMIT

LINK

PLOT2D

RATES

HOURS

OLDNEWS

ECHO

DEC

PLOT10

TEKTERM

SHORT

HELP files added: *

The memory map is given in the following table.

PROGRAM

FILEMAN

LOADERS

SCISUB

ANALYZE

THERMAL

MPCOMP

DIGICAD

LANG

GRAPHIC

MISCPRO

SIM

TAPEPRO

ASSEM

PROM

LAYOUT

DATBASE

LIBRARY

PROJMAN

STAT

EDITORS

DDT

LUMPCAD

SUPPORT
Address Usage

0000 - DB00

DB10 - DB11

DB20 - DB21

D814-1818

DA18 -DA19

DC00 - DFFF

E800 -FFFF

RAM (minimum 20K )

Terminal I/O port

CYBER port

Disk controller

DDT breakpoints

DDT system RAM

DDT85V2.0 (optional)

*All files added were part of the Program Directory

documentation .

WRITEUP files changed:

DOCUMNT

CYBMDA

WRITEUP files added :CP/M 2.2 can be purchased on 5 / 4 - inch disks from

Jade Computer Products at 4901 Rosecrans , Haw

thorne, CA 90250. The order number is SFC

52506000M. The DDT85V2.0 is located on CYBER

user number ABØØMIC under file name DDT85V2 , and

can be down - loaded and burned into PROM.

DDT6809

Batch Problems?

After purchasing a copy of the CP/M 2.2 , a system

will have to be created by adding the BIOS that I have

written . The software is serialized in a way so each copy

is unique . This means that the software from the new

diskmust be loaded into RAM with the BIOS and saved

onto a new disk.

Recently, some batch jobs (specifically on the B

machine) have been running across system time bound

aries. Because this is systems time , there can be no

guarantee that the job will continue. Use of the PM job

card will allow jobs to begin after systems time (2000)

and save the job from crossing systems time.
If you plan to bring up a system of this type, please

give me a call on ext. DR - 2572 .

Wilton Hart

Digital Component Engineering

If you experience problems with your batch job not

finishing, or have any questions, call Computer Oper

ations , ext. 5104 BGTE .
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A PAGE FROM

THE SPELL BOOK

by Paul Hoefling

This month the subject is languages. There are

several different languages available on the CYBER

system , and each one has its own good uses . I am going

to discuss briefly each of these languages and what their

uses are .

the user the ability to create his /her own types. The

types the user constructs are amalgamations of the

basic predefined types provided by the PASCAL lan

guage. PASCAL is a good language for some numeric

and / or character processing, but not all .

First, the most frequently used language on the

system is FORTRAN . FORTRAN is one of the very

first computer languages developed . As a result, it

doesn't have most of the more modern developments in

languages such as data structures, or the so - called

“ structured programming " control structures. There

are currently two versions of CDC supported

FORTRAN on the system (FTN and FTN5 ). There are,

as well, three different " structured FORTRANS" on the

system which support more control structures. These

are : MNF , FLECS, and RATFOR . FORTRAN was

named for its biggest use , namely FORmula TRANS

lation. It is mainly for numerical computation because it

is able to manipulate numbers in several different

forms, and has a full complement of numeric operators
and functions.

For business application programming, the B sys
tem has a COBOL compiler. COBOL is an extremely

verbose language, but if it is well written, almost anyone

can read the program easily.

If your application requires the ability to use things

that are very close to the machine or system level, there

are two choices : COMPASS (the CYBER assembly

language) and TESLA (an in -house language develop

ed for microprocessor work ). TESLA is an almost

block - structured language, and I personally find it very

nice for doing systems level work, but it's a poor

language for applications programming. TESLA is

available on the A machine only.

Another widely used language, particularly in the

computer hobbyist marketplace, is BASIC . BASIC is

even less structured than FORTRAN and does not even

support a very extensive subroutine capability. In spite

of its limitations, it is a very easy language to use . The

BASIC on the CYBERs supports both numeric and

character processing, but the characters are , of course ,

the typical CYBER 6 bit display code characters and

are, therefore, somewhat limited .

The languages mentioned above are all compiled

languages. The next few languages are interpreted.

For doing simulation of real - time or queued sys

tems , GPSS is the language of choice. It has built - in

facilities for simulating real - time and /or random

events . The report produced at the end of your GPSS

run tells you how well utilized the resources of the

simulated system are .

The other language that is in a similar class with

FORTRAN and BASIC , as far as usage is concerned, is

ALGOL. This is one of the most popular computer

languages in Europe , and is the primary ancestor of the

new " in " language, PASCAL .

There are three versions ofPASCAL on the CYBER

system . The statement 'PASCAL ' gets the PASCAL

compiler version 2 , 'PASCAL3 ' gets version 3 , and

‘APASCAL ' gets a special version of PASCAL 3 which

does all of its I/O in ASCII rather than CDC Display

Code . PASCAL has a few built - in data types, but allows

For text processing, SNOBOL is without a doubt the

most powerful of all the languages. It has good facilities

for pattern matching and manipulation of either single

characters or strings of characters . It is a rampantly

unstructured language, and little or no type checking is

done . On the other hand, it is very easy to use , but non

trivial to learn .

( continued next page )
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(SPELL BOOK continued)

APL is a language which is the object of a great

amount of bigotry, both for and against . The biggest

argument against it is that it uses a special set of

characters, and unless the APL programmer is very

careful, even a short program tends to be undecipher

able without long effort. The arguments for it are that

programs are easy to write, and the language is ex

tremely rich in primitive operations . It is exactly this

richness that causes both sides of the bigotry. If your

application is an interactive one , and it requires some

rather hairy manipulations , you might consider looking

into APL.

* Graphics Applications Packages

* Libraries

* Loaders

* Miscellaneous Programs

* Project Management Programs

* Scientific Subroutines

* Simulation Programs (General Purpose)

* Statistical Analysis, Forecasting and Linear Pro

gramming

* Structural Analysis Programs

* Tape - handling Programs

* Text Editors, Formatters and Source Code Con

trollers

* Thermal Analysis Programs

* Microprocessor Assemblers , Linkers and Down

loaders

* Microprocessor Disassembly and Debugging Tools

* Microprocessor Compilers

* PROM Burning Programs

* Lumped Circuit Analysis Aids

* Digital Circuit Design Aids

* Layout Aids

LISP is a language which came out of the artificial

intelligence community. It uses a single syntax for all

objects, both programs and data. The current LISP

system on CYBER has a couple of bugs , but runs pretty

well for the most part. We are getting an updated

version from the University of Texas , from whence this

LISP originated.

The last thing I want to mention is something that

most people do not really consider a language due to its

very minimal abilities. SCRIBE (our friendly editor) can

be used as a text processing language as long as you

don't need the ability to make decisions .

To view the initial directory HELP file , type:

HELP ,PROGRAM . This file lists the HELP file

available for each individual category . For more infor

mation on the support level assigned to each program ,

type: HELP,SUPPORT.

That's all for this time . For more information on

these languages, consult HELP ,LANG . It will tell you

how to get manuals and / or writeups.

The PROGRAM WRITEUP contains additional

information on the Computer Science Center, its de

partments and program support policies , as well as the

individual program categories . To get a printout of the

Program Directory from the Computer room in Building

50 , type: WRITEUP ,PROGRAM . To make a copy on

any RJE , type: EIWRUP ,PROGRAM , then log on the

RJE .

Happy computing...

CSC Program Directory

Network

Name Contest
The CSC Program Directory is now available on

both the CYBER 175 (A machine) and CYBER 73 (B

machine) . This publication , which consists of HELP

files and a WRITEUP called PROGRAM lists the

variety of programming available through the Com

puter Science Center.

The Network team is still working hard on the

systems andmaking good progress, but there does seem

to be one minor problem : everyone is tired of calling the

network Ralph.

The Program Directory divides each programming

category into four sections : 1 ) a list of each available

program ; 2 ) the individual consulting, programming and

documentation support for each program ; 3 ) the avail

able documentation ; and 4) a primary consultant name .

The following categories are documented :

Tim Fallon, Network project leader, has suggested a

“ Name the Network ” contest. The winner will be

forever immortalized by having his /her name published

in the next issue .

* Computer Languages

* Data Base Management Systems

* File Management Programs

This contest is open to absolutely everyone. If you

can think of a good name to call our network , please

send it to Tim Fallon, 50–454 , as soon as possible .

Thank you .
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Approximat String

Matching Subroutine

?ܩܨ
PLT

DOIT
DRAY

Each of us , at some time or other, has managed to

misspell a command or keyword while using the com

puter. The results can be exasperating , as in this

example :

You are entering commands to an interactive pro

gram . Because you want the program to plot what you

have been working on , your next command is PLOT.

Instead of typing PLOT, your finger slips and what you

typed was PLT (or maybe PLOT or PPLOT) .

The program will then prompt you to enter sample

legal commands , then enter a misspelled input com
mand :

Now, you know that you meant PLOT . Any other

human being would know that you meant PLOT , so why

is it that the computer doesn't know it ? Its typical

response would be : ILLEGAL COMMAND.

A computer really should be able to be a little

friendlier. What appears to be needed is a routine that

figures out which legal command that your input is

closest to matching, then tells how close that match

would be .

/GET ,CLOSER /UN = ABOOIGA

/FTN5 , I = CLOSER

0.313 CP SECONDS COMPILATION TIME .

LGO

HOW MANY LEGAL COMMANDS TO CHOOSE FROM

24

ENTER THE LEGAL COMMANDS (ONE PER LINE)

?PLOT

?CALCULATE

?DO

?CHANGE

ENTER A TRIAL COMMAND

?PLT

PLOT 1.0

CALCULATE 7.0

DO 3.0

CHANGE 6.0

First, we need to define what we mean be a " close

match . ” Any string can be transformed into another if

we perform a sequence of letter substututions, in

sertions, deletions and / or transpositions of adjacent

letters . However , if we can figure out the minimum

number of operations necessary to change one string

into another, we then have a good measure of their

similarity.

An article in ACM Computing Surveys magazine

(December 1980 , page 381 ) describes a general method

for solving this problem.

CLOSEST MATCH IS

PLOT

SCORE= 1 .

ENTER A TRIAL COMMAND

?

If you have any questions or suggestions, please call

Imants Golts , ext. 4675 BGTE.
A method called " dynamic programming” is used to

find the optimum sequence of operations to transform

one string into another. Using these ideas , Imants Golts

(Computer Resource Department, CSC) wrote a small

FORTRAN V program to check out the theory and it

seems to work reasonably well .

DEC CUG Meeting

If you need a routine to do approximate string

matching, or if you just want to see how the program

works, enter the following commands:
The next meeting of the DEC Computer Users

Group is scheduled for Thursday, July 2nd, from 11:00

AM - Noon. This month's meeting will be held in

Wilsonville , bldg. 63 , conference room S8 . For further

information , contact Gail Jameson , ext. 1742 WR.

GET ,CLOSER /UN = ABØØIGA

( CLOSER contains the source code)

FTN5 , I = CLOSER

LGO
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Data Communications

to the CYBER and DEC10 Computers

Telephone numbers to reach the CYBER computers (VADIC and 212 MODEM compatible ) as of 01 April

1981 :

FROM 4000 – 4599 EXTENSIONS:

300/1200 Baud - Dial 3

THROUGH BEAVERTON EXCHANGE :

300/1200 Baud 641-1650

FROM ANY OTHER EXTENSION :

300/1200 Baud Dial 84+3

THROUGH TIGARD EXCHANGE :

300/1200 Baud 620-3800

FROM ANY RJE STATION :

641-1685

FROM WILSONVILLE :

Building 60

1200 Baud only Dial 2025 then * N

Building 63

1200 Baud only Dial 4225 then *N
FROM Y3 :

300/1200 Baud – Dial 4+3

NOTE: **N must be used to clear the telephone line whenever a session from Wilsonville is finished.

Telephone numbers to reach the DEC10 computer (Wilsonville ) :

300 Baud - 685–4510

1200 Baud 685-4210

The telephone number for Telecommunications data communications repair is 5040 BDR. The delivery station

is 55-241 . When calling in a problem, please state :

1- Nature of the problem (constant ringing, no dial tone , etc. )

2- Which telephone number is affected

3- When the problem first appeared

4- Your name and telephone number

When your trouble is reported, a dispatcher will assign someone to your problem . That person should

contact you as soon as possible about the problem . If you have any problem with this service, or do not get a

timely response from Telecommunications , please contact Mary Ann Feeback, ext . 4600 BGTE .

CALL and “ _”“ _ ” No Longer Needed

Both the “ _” and the word " CALL , " when used in

KCL procedure files, or from the system command

mode , are used to expressly invoke a KCL file . A local

system mod has made the use of these forms optional

for many years ( i.e. you can use either -PRINT or just

PRINT). A new wrinkle has appeared on the scene

under the name of CCL (the new improved KCL) . The

or " CALL” cannot be used to invoke a CCL

procedure.

The more powerful features of CCL , plus the fact

that CDC is going to drop support of KCL in the next

few years , require that all KCL files for public use (those

on UN=LIBRARY, like PRINT, EIPRINT, WRITE

UP, etc.) be converted to CCL . The rub is that " _ " or

" CALL ” will fail on the converted files. How to fix the

problem ? Simple - just don't use “ _ ” or “ CALL "

anymore and no difference will be noticed when PRINT

(and friends) are converted to CCL.

662
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People and Numbers to Know

Department /Service Name Extension Del.Sta .

COMPUTER RESOURCE DEPARTMENT Bob Mainero 5357 BGTE 50–454

Operations Support Manager

Hardware Coordinator

Data Communications Support*

Public Support (user areas)

Computer Operations Manager

Computer Operators

User Numbers/CSC Manuals

Remote Operator (Wilsonville )

Dawn Vance

Jeff Mulick

Mary Ann Feeback

Jeff Mulick

Gayle Monroe

staff

Georgine Kayfes

Craig Wilcox

4600 BGTE

4600 BGTE

4600 BGTE

4600 BGTE

5104 BGTE

5104 BGTE

6870 BGTE

3037 W1

50–454

50-454

50–454

50–454

50–454

50-454

50-454

63-397

Systems and Data Base Management

Systems Project Leader

Systems Programmers /Analysts

Network Project Leader

Remote Systems Project Leader

Andy Davidson

Ken Hadfield

staff

Tim Fallon

Greg Harris

7668 BGTE

7668 BGTE

7668 BGTE

5714 BGTE

5102 BGTE

50-454

50–454

50-454

50-454

50-454

Applications Support Manager

Scientific Applications Project Leader

User Assistance

Statistical Programs

N5500 , PERT

Data Base & Utility Project Leader

Data Base Programmers

Imants Golts

Kurt Krueger

Paul Hoefling

Carol Golding

John Burley

Glen Fullmer

Ingrid Palm

Bob Elliott

4675 BGTE

5976 BGTE

4004 BGTE

5976 BGTE

4675 BGTE

5833 BGTE

5833 BGTE

7488 BGTE

50–454

50-454

50-454

50–454

50–454

50–454

50–454

50-454

Technical Communications Manager

CSC INTERFACE Editor

Component News Editor

ManuFACTuring Editors

SEMINARS Editor

Tektronix Sourcebook Editor

HELP file maintenance

WRITEUP file maintenance

Carolyn Schloetel 1762 BDR

Rich Amber 1765 BDR

Jacquie Calame 6867 BDR

Lola Janes, Mike Quigley 1771 BDR

Lola Janes 1771 BDR

Jacquie Calame 6867 BDR

Nancy Peate 1763 BDR

Cliff Morgan 1764 BDR

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

58-122

MICROPROCESSOR SUPPORT MANAGER

Portable High Level Languages Project Leader

Microprocessor Software

Microprocessor Hardware

Lynn Saunders

Lynn Carter

Sue Ann Smith

Ferrous Steinka

1910 WR

1181 WR

1890 WR

1920 WR

92-134

92-134

92-134

92–134

CAD /CAM DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

4081-CAD Project Leader

Automated Routing (PIRATE ) Project Leader

Circuit Simulation Project Leader

Component Library

Mechanical CAD/CAM Support

Ron Bohlman

Jim Murphy

Roger Bonzer

Graeme Boyle

Phil White

Barry Ratihn

1141 WR

1146 WR

1152 WR

5866 BGTE

1145 WR

7789 BGTE

or 3510 W1

92-112

92-112

92–112

50–454

92-112

50–454

or 63-397

*For Telecommunications repair, call ext . 5040 Beaverton DanRay
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Computer Science

Center Statistics • An inverse LaPlace transform routine .

CYBER 175 System Availability 98.87% • FFT (fast fourier transform ) of 2D and 3D arrays.

• Improved non - linear equation solver.Downtime due to software

Downtime due to hardware

Tek downtime

Unresolved failure

Interruptions due to frontend

0.19%

0.59%

0.11 %

0.00%

0.25%

• New linear programming routine which handles

larger problems.

MTBF 59.60 Hours
For more information on IMSL , type: HELP , IMSL

or order the ' IMSL CONTENTS ' through the MAN

UAL program
CYBER 73 System Availability 99.27%

Downtime due to software

Downtime due to hardware

Tek downtime

Unresolved failure

Interruptions due to frontend

0.14%

0.28%

0.06%

0.01 %

0.25%

Open Letter From LUCY

To : All CSC Interface subscribers

From : Lucy Van PeltMTBF 169.46 Hours

Frontend Availability 99.74%

Downtime due to software

Downtime due to hardware

Tek downtime

Unresolved failure

0.09%

0.09%

0.06%

0.02%

Hi! Many of you already know me as LUCY on the

CYBER system, but I'll introduce myself for those of

you who don't . I am sort of a psychiatrist with an orange

crate for an office . Whenever you get frustrated with the

CYBER, or are having problems with it , you can tell me

about it or ask me questions about the system . To

contact me just type: LUCY. That will place your

question, gripe, comment, or praise in my mailbox , and

I'll read it as soon as I find the time (guaranteed to be at

least daily unless I'm on vacation ). I will then send back

a reply, and I will be collecting some of the more

common and/or obscure questions to start up a

“ Letters to the Editor" section for this publication.

MTBF 87.40 Hours

Bob Mainero, ext. 5357 BGTE

IMSL – Version 8

The IMSL library consists of approximately 400

mathematical and statistical routines which are usable

from FTN and PASCAL. A recent update has been

installed on the CYBERs . Highlights on the math

ematical side are :

I hope that you don't have problems, or too many

questions about the CYBERs, but if you do, drop me a

line . For those of you that use TEKCOM on the “ A ”

machine, I can also be reached as LUCY VANPELT.

Have a nice day.

Lucy
• A new routine to do double integrals.

CSC INTERFACE

Published by
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58-122
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